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About This Content

2026 AD.

One year passed since aliens invaded planet Earth. These monsters have captured large districts of the Earth surface, and now all
the humanity arises against them.

Among secret government research projects there’s a virus which can help people survive and avoid total annihilation.

You must get into the secret research-and-development center and save the virus. Yes, save the virus, because it’s in danger
now...

In the new part of the game:

- 5 new missions, put together in a plot line
- vivid prehistory

- even larger crowds of monsters to wipe out before you reach the goal
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Memes are too much and boring. Just dont buy this game. Its waste of money. I had hopes for this game, but is unplayable, runs
like crap, look awfull, and its not really fun.. Not really recommended.
Story: Meh
Minigames: Annoying
Repetitive (not much dialog).
Short.. Good game, fun. Cute design of the game. Everything is clear, interesting. How to pass the second stage?. Not good, not
bad, just another one excellent game. It can be a very good choice if you want to spend your time with a very simple but funny
game. In the game, you'll find many artifacts, coves, and monsters. Everything in this game as it should be in such kind of the
games.

I hope you will enjoy playing this game.. So, I think I'm gonna have to give this game a positive review despite the fact that I
really want to give it a negative. Overall, I think the game is pretty good. Although short, it is a fairly challenging first person
platformer\/parkour. I thouroughly enjoyed the eight or so levels it currently has. It can be a bit of a hassle when you just can't
get the timing of a jump down or when you try to walljump but can't tell how far away you are due to the fact that the wall
doesn't have any details to help you perceive depth, but nonetheless I find the game fun. Is 8 dollars a little too much for what it
is currently offering? I would say so. My general rule is at least 1 dollar an hour. This game probably takes about 2 hour to get a
platinum medal on every single leve.

But here's the thing, actually cannot get every achievement. Why is this? Well, its the same reason that I want to give it a
negative review. The game used to have MORE LEVELS and rocket jumping. I don't really know why but they decided to
remove this content alltogether. As much as I want to go back and get a platinum medal on those levels that were previously
there, I am not able to due to the fact that they were removed entirely. I understand that the game is early access and will go
through constant changes, but I do not for the life of me understand why they removed that part of the game entirely.. Best
ragequitting sim I've ever played.. 10\/10 Best game released on steam 2016. I'm reviewing this game as it's in a bubble. There's
an updated version of the game, that interested people should get. It seems to be just an improved version of A.R.E.S., if so,
that's what you want.

A.R.E.S. is almost a Mega Man game. You get a character which has a array of guns, who runs through levels populated by
enemies, and beats them by shooting them.

However this game falls short of that mark because a few features. While the hero doesn't defeat enemies and get their powers,
he does beat an enemy and often gets an upgrade but he doesn't receive a specific power. In addition this is a linear game.
There's five levels and the player has to beat each in order, though he's able to go back and replay old levels.

That doesn't make it a bad game, but anyone looking to replace the blue bomber with this game might feel it falls short, however
the game is still a great game, and will remind players of Mega Man, even when it's clear this is different.

One big change in this game is the player is able to shoot in any direction, instead of just forwards and backwards, and that
allows the player to have a better fluidity of motion. There's also a few alternate attacks that ramp up the power. There's a
cannon that comes in and fires down, laying waste to enemies in the way. There's also a pair of grenades that can help destroy
enemies in the way. However the grenades have ammo, and they have to be replenished almost constantly. The cost is cheap, but
at the same time, this comes from the same currency you use to upgrade your weapons, so for my game I rarely used the
grenades.

Overall though A.R.E.S. is a fun simple game. It's a bit short, though there's a difficulty mode that definitely will challenge the
player, a number of achievements that have different challenges attached, and a scoring system for the die hard fans. For five
bucks, it's easy to recommend this (or the remake). It might not be anyone's favorite game, but it's a rather enjoyable
sidescroller.
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I tried to get into this but everything is so tedious in this game. Having the hold down a button to select is not a good UX.

I was excited for the sea battles but turns out you just shoot a couple guys on a boat and thats it. I really wanted to get into this
game but sadly I can't recommend it at this point. Maybe if there is a big gameplay\/content update I will try again

. Simple Graphix Simulator. This is one of the easiest recommendations I'll have to give. Alien Robot Monsters (ARM) is a
really addictive tower defence game.

The goal of each mission is simple. Your base is invaded by swarms of enemy robots and you must fend them off by
strategically placing various military towers and tech buildings in the area. The enemies come in a variety of shapes and sizes, as
you'd expect from any tower defence game, each having their own strengths and weaknesses. Likewise, each of your buildings is
made to deal with a certain enemy type better than with others. Getting overrun by hordes of weak enemies? Get yourself some
mortar towers. Having trouble with armoured tanks? Build an orbital laser. And so on.

After completing each mission, you get a rating out of 3 stars. If none of the enemies got through your defences, you get full 3
stars. If some went through, you get 1 or 2 stars. If too many get through, you lose the mission. The stars are not just there for
you to feel proud, either. They're used as skill points to purchase upgrades to your buildings. Hence there's a lot of incentive to
do well on each mission and even a chance to replay the harder missions later in order to get a better rating on those.

Normally there's no way of knowing what sort of enemies to expect in each mission, so the latter missions often require a bit of
trial and error and can be quite hard. Regardless, I'm having a blast with the game. Fun gameplay and a great presentation. What
more could you want?

If you've ever remotely enjoyed any tower defence games, give this one a try. It's really cheap and affordable despite its high
quality.. Basically the browser game but with more features (more maps, more weapons, more customization, play with friends).
Not a big fan of the no regen health overtime though.. Build the city your wanting to have! and control what happens in the big
wide city! city builders, get your hats on! 10/10. I just bought this during the Steam sale for 50 cents.

I love Space Sims, and this one is nicely designed.

Though, you cannot invert the mouse during flight, and the X and Z buttons on the keyboard to control the ship don't work.

Looks like there hasn't been any updates or anything.

This appears to be "Abandonware"... :(

Too bad - it is a nice Space Sim.... One of my favorite games on steam. 100% recommend.
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